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Even if your Mother is no-ways like Mrs. Whistler,
she is sentimental as a Valentine when it comes to
Mother’s Day. Don’t disappoint her—come to Lansburgh’s Saturday to shop for her gift where she shops

YOUR EYES!
went out

herself!
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Fashions

S

dotty over polka dots—so Lansburgh’s
and brought you dots every which way!

are

Big, bold dots, little winking polka dots, teeny pin
dots, confetti dots—and models in cool sheers to fit
every

one

of you.

BOLERO DOTS fool you about
this stunning get-up for half sizes.
The bolero does not come off—it’s
part of the scheme to make you
look slimmer and taller.

16.95
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Mother's Favorite Perfumes:

Coty's

Imported Embroidered Swiss Neckwear, tiny boutonniere..$3

"Le Nouveau Gardenia"-2.50

Guerlain's "L'Heure Bleue"-

85

White Kid Gloves, handsomely stitched-2.95
Mammoth Gardenias freshen any outfit_81

Kid

D'Orsay Slippers, black or

merry colors. Pair.1.95
Smart Umbrella in black and white with distinctive handle.$3

Luaen Lelong's "Mon Image".2.50
Bourjois "Evening in Paris"_-_!-2.75
Coty's "Violette Pourpre"_3.85

Triple

Weil's "Bamboo" is priced-83

Big 2-Pcund Box of Chocolates with

Houbigant's "Quelques Fleurs"_--2.75

Handmade Handkerchiefs in Filet work_50c

LANSBLRGH S—ACCESSORIES—STREET FLOOR

Strand of Richelieu Pearls-2.95
carnation

on

top_94c

SLIPPERS—SECOND FLOOR.

FAMOUS
PUNCTUATION DOTS take on girlish
grace via this frilled, tucked-top
sheer. Perfect for office wear, or for
mid-summer evenings. Misses' sizes.

HOSIERY GIFTS

10.95
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SHARMEER in
lengths to give perfect fit
Chiffons or service, 2 pairs

TWO-WAY DOTS give you light
dots on dark ground, and dark dots
on light ground—all on the same
winsome misses' m<Mel.
Breezy

Single pair
Other Belle Sharmeers.US and
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HUMMING
wears

either:
L Lace-top Chiffons, pair
m Service weights, silk from
Mare priced
..

sheer, only

/

13.95
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IANSBURGHS—BETTER DRESSES—SECOND FLOOR.
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